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Consumers need to know how to protect 
their online safety

Source: Identity Theft Resource Center, Statista

Lots of expert advice 
on online security and 
privacy self-protection

…but most consumers 
do not adopt best online 
security practices



What we don’t know…

The adoption of other practices related to one’s 
online safety, such as those for privacy and 
identity theft protection.

What happens after the initial advice adoption, 
such as how often and why consumers 
abandon advice after initial adoption.



Research questions

Security Privacy

Identity 
Theft

Which practices are fully 
adopted, partially adopted, 
or abandoned?1.

2. What factors predict the 
level of adoption?

3. Why are certain practices 
partially adopted or 
abandoned?



Selected 30 expert-recommended practices

Security Privacy

Identity 
Theft

Ion et al.’s 2015 
study, replicated 
by Busse et al., 
2019. (N=12)

A U.S. census 
representative 
2015 Pew 
survey. (N=12)

FTC’s online 
resources. (N=6)



Security
• 2FA
• Antivirus
• Attachment clicking
• Link clicking
• Check URL
• Check HTTPS
• Automatic update
• Update software
• Install software
• Password manager
• Strong password
• Unique password

Identity
• Anonymity system
• Encryption
• Private browsing
• Use public comp
• Browser extensions
• Clean cookies
• Disable cookies
• Hide info
• Avoid real name
• Use fake identities
• Search engine choice
• Facial recognition

Privacy
• Credit freeze
• Fraud alert
• Check credit reports
• Check statements
• Credit monitoring
• Identity monitoring

Note: the paper includes full text for each practice.



1 2 3
Recruitment Main questions Demographics

902 participants recruited via Prolific



1 2 3
Recruitment Main questions Demographics

Display 10 practices 
randomly selected 
from the list (~300 
responses per 
practice).



1 2 3
Recruitment Main questions Demographics

• Gender and income distributions representative of U.S. 
population

• Younger and more educated compared to U.S. population



Key Findings: 
Overview of practice adoption 
and abandonment



High adherence to security practices
Most security practices had 
high rates of full adoption.



Most abandoned practices are privacy 
related Practices with the highest 

abandonment rates: VPN, fake 
credentials, clean cookies.



Low adoption/acceptance of ID protections

Participants were unaware of or rejected most ID 
protection practices, except checking financial statements



Key Findings: 
Factors affecting levels of 
adoption



Factors related to the practice

Area of practice
Security practices more 
adopted than privacy / anti 
identity theft practices.

Required user efforts
Assisted practices less 
adopted than manual / 
automated practices.



Factors related to the user

Higher levels of adoption 
were correlated with expertise 
in computer science/IT more 
than security/privacy.

Technical background Prior negative experience
Being a victim of identity theft is 
a robust trigger for more 
practice adoption.



Key Findings: 
Reasons behind partial 
adoption and abandonment



Common reasons for partial adoption

Only sensitive (11%)
I only did this for sensitive sites. [private browsing]“ ”Impracticality (10%)

If I’m in the middle of something I won’t do it. 
[software update]“ ”
It’s hard to keep track. [unique passwords]“ ”



Common reasons for abandonment

Not needed (20%)
I have used it but don’t find it all that helpful. 
[private browsing]“ ”Because of risk (14%)

I had a credit freeze due to suspected ID theft in 
2012 when an unknown address in northern CA 
showed up on my credit report. [credit freeze]“ ”



Recommendations: 
How to give expert advice



Bridge the gap between different areas of 
practices

Security Privacy

Identity 
Theft

E.g. to combat phishing scams, 
URL checking (security) and 
monitoring financial accounts 
(identity) are both needed.

Show the connections and benefits 
of multi-layer approaches in 
online safety protection.



• Draw connections between 
measures for protecting online vs. 
offline personal info

• Identify most effective / urgent 
actions to be prioritized



Leverage at-risk situations for actionable 
consumer education

Data breaches as an example of 
at-risk situations

Consumer-facing breach notices 
as a possible venue for education



Recommendations: 
Improve tools for online safety



Usability issues prevent full adoption



Next steps for improving relevant tools
More research to audit and solve usability issues of 
tools for privacy / ID theft protection (e.g., those 
for credit freezes and fraud alerts).

Require usability testing in regulations to prevent 
companies from making mandated tools hard to use 
and reduce the burden on consumers.



Require usability testing in regulations

Require readability testing of 
data breach notifications.

Audit dark patterns in required 
privacy notices and controls.



Summary of take-aways
• Different patterns of adoption / abandonment for security 

vs. privacy vs. identity theft protection practices.
• Expert advice needs to bridge the gap between different 

areas of practices by emphasizing on their synergy effects.
• Tools for privacy and identity theft protection require more 

research to reduce user friction and encourage long-term 
adoption.
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